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Abstract
A decrease in interest rate in traditional view of monetary policy transmission is
linked to a lower cost of borrowing which eventually results into a greater spending
in investment and a bigger GDP. However, a decrease in interest rate is also linked to
a decrease in interest income which, in turn, affects the aggregate demand and total
GDP. So far, no concerted effort has been made to investigate this positive inter-
relation between interest income and GDP in the existing literature. Here in the first
place we intuitively describe the inter-relation between interest income and output
and then provide a micro-foundation of our intuitive reasoning in the context of a
small endowment economy with finitely-lived identical households. Then we try to
uncover the impact of nominal interest income on the macroeconomy using multiplier
theory for a panel of some 04 (four) OECD countries. We define and calculate
the corresponding multiplier values algebraically and then we empirically measure
them using impulse response analysis under structural panel VAR framework.
Large, consistent and positive values of the cumulative multipliers indicate a stable
positive relationship between nominal interest income and output. Moreover,
variance decomposition of GDP shows that a significant portion of the variance in
GDP is attributed to interest income under VAR/VECM framework. Finally, we
have shown how and where our analysis fits into the existing body of knowledge.
Keyword
nominal interest expense, nominal lending rate, domestic credit, GDP, economic multi-
plier, monetary policy transmission mechanism, banking.
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1 Introduction 1
In the existing literature, nominal interest expense is usually considered as a cost of 2
production (See for example, Hicks (1979) [15]). When the interest rate rises so does 3
the cost of production of the leveraged business concern which eventually shifts the 4
aggregate supply curve upward resulting into a rise in general price level. A huge volume 5
of literature has been dedicated to the investigation of the aforementioned effect of 6
1
nominal interest expense on real economy. For example, Seelig (1974) [26] investigates 7
the relationship between interest rate and price hike using sectoral data and shows 8
that interest rate would have to double for there to be a noteworthy increase in price. 9
Barth and Ramey (2001) [1] have shown that in many manufacturing concern, cost 10
channel (nominal interest expense) is the primary mechanism for the transmission of 11
monetary policy. They present aggregate and industry level evidences in favor of the 12
existence of a cost channel of monetary policy transmission. Barth and Ramey (2001) [1] 13
also argue that this cost channel of monetary transmission has the ability to explain 14
three empirical puzzles in monetary economics: The first puzzle being the degree of 15
amplification observed by Bernenke and Gertler (1995) [2]: A small transitory movement 16
in open market interest rate may have large persistent effect on output. The second 17
puzzle in the list is the price puzzle first observed by Sims (1992) [28] and last one being 18
the comparative behavior of differential effect of monetary shocks on key macro-economic 19
variables introduced by Barth and Ramey (2001) [1]. Gaiotti and Secchi (2006) [12] 20
observes the pricing behavior for some 2000 individual firms in Italy which are leveraged 21
to some extent only to confirm the non-trivial existence of the cost channel of monetary 22
transmission in micro level. Dedola and Lippi (2005) [9] also find evidences in favor of 23
the cost channel whereby industries with higher nominal interest expense are more likely 24
to increase their relative price in the wake of a monetary contraction using empirical 25
data of a sample of industries in five OECD countries. Meanwhile, Rabanal (2003) [25] 26
does not find any trace of the cost channel of monetary transmission in historical data 27
of US and Euro area. However, Tillman (2006) [30] argues that the cost channel can be 28
effectively used to explain inflation under New Keynesian Phillips Curve framework. 29
All those are mentioned above tend to link nominal interest expense incurred by the 30
borrower to price hike only overlooking the effect of nominal interest income earned by 31
the banks and depositors on the aggregate spending. As the nominal interest expense 32
incurred by the borrowers are distributed as nominal interest income to the depositors 33
and banks, changing the nominal interest rate will not only effect the real economy from 34
the supply side but it also has an equivalent impact on the demand side through nominal 35
interest income channel. In this regard, another interesting area of research evolving 36
around interest income and output among other things seeks to incorporate profit/utility 37
maximizing banks, firms, government and households in a general equilibrium setup. 38
In this type of analysis, both interest income and interest expense (with a lot of other 39
things) are reasonably taken into account and banks, households, governments and firms 40
all work diligently as intelligent agents each seeking to maximize its own unique objective 41
function towards a general, market clearing equilibrium. See for example, Smets and 42
Wouters (2007) [29], Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999) [3], Christiano, Motto and 43
Rostagno (2005) [6], Gertler and Karadi (2011) [11], Meh and Moran (2010) [21] among 44
others. In DSGE approach, a sequence of steps are followed: Writing down individual 45
objective function for banks, firms, government and households, finding out the first 46
order conditions regarding utility and profit maximization, deriving the steady state, 47
linearizing the system around the steady state and solving the linearized system of 48
equations. Thus the equilibrium relationship between interest income and output in 49
these models are simulation based instead of being defined as a hard-coded algebraic 50
identity and is presented as a complicated mass of a lot of related quantities lacking a 51
precise representation facing the equilibrium. Here, we are more concerned to preserve 52
the analytical structure of the problem and instead of resorting to simulation we try to 53
quantify algebraically the effect of nominal interest income earned by the depositors and 54
banks on total output considering the fact that the nominal interest income earned by the 55
parties is successively invested into the economy resulting into a series of consumptions. 56
Thus changing the nominal interest expense (resulting into a change in nominal interest 57
income) is said to have a manifold effect on the economy: A unit change in nominal 58
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interest expense results into an other than unit change in total output. 59
Moreover, a huge volume of literature has been dedicated to the investigation 60
of the inter-relation between interest rate and economic growth and the results of 61
the studies are by and large inconclusive in nature [31]. Some studies have reported 62
limited or no effect of monetary policy variables like interest rate on output (neutrality 63
of money) (see for example, Milani and Treadwell (2012) [22], Kamaan (2014) [18], 64
Montiel (2012) [23], Lashkary and Kashani (2011) [20] among others) while others 65
report significant implication of monetary policy variables (i.e., interest rate, money 66
supply) on output (see Davoodi et al (2013) [8], Onyeiwu (2012) [24], Havi and Enu 67
(2014) [14], Vinayagathasan (2013) [32], Kareem et al (2013) [19]). To clutter things 68
even more, some studies have reported mixed results regarding whether and to what 69
extent monetary policy variables, i.e., interest rate can influence output (see Coibion 70
(2011) [7] for example). To us, the discrepancies and non-consensus in the empirical 71
literature outlined above stem from the fact that interest rate alone cannot influence 72
GDP much as long as it does not receive some sort of affirmation from the corresponding 73
credit portfolio. When the interest rate rises on the backdrop of a monetary contraction 74
then what happens to GDP still remains unclear and it depends heavily upon the 75
responsiveness of the credit portfolio to the rise in interest rate. If the credit portfolio 76
decreases significantly due to the rise in interest rate (as anticipated by the theory), then 77
economy-wise interest income/expense decreases and so does the GDP. But, however, if 78
the credit portfolio does not shrink accordingly due to changes in interest rate then the 79
total interest income/expense may not decrease and GDP is left unaltered contrary to 80
the existing monetary theory. The same is also true for monetary expansion brought 81
about by the central bank in order to rescue the economy from the deep down. When 82
the central bank decreases the interest rate by increasing money supply with a view to 83
boost up the economy then its endeavor to rejuvenate the economy may succeed or fail. 84
Whether it is successful or not, tends to depend upon the responsiveness of the credit 85
portfolio to changes in interest rate. If the credit portfolio increases substantially due to 86
the reduction in interest rate, then the total interest income/expense will rise and so does 87
the GDP. But, if the credit portfolio does not respond much to the reduction in interest 88
rate, then the total interest income/expense may not increase resulting into a mostly 89
unaltered GDP and the monetary mechanism to reinstate the economy from economic 90
bust fails. Here, we argue that whether monetary policy is effective in bringing about a 91
real change in the economy depends heavily on the responsiveness of the credit portfolio 92
to changes in policy variables. In this study, we resort to quantify the elasticities of the 93
credit portfolio with respect to changes in policy variables, i.e., interest rate that are 94
required for the monetary variables to have some real impacts on the economy. 95
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 attempts to quantify the 96
overall impact of nominal interest income on total output by introducing the concept of 97
multipliers. Section 3 provides a micro-foundation for the intuitive arguments presented 98
in Section 2 in the context of a simplistic endowment economy with finitely lived 99
households. Section 4 defines two different kinds of multiplier namely, cumulative and 100
instantaneous multiplier. Section 5 provides the methodology used to calculate the 101
multiplier values described in Section 4. Section 6 presents the results of empirical 102
estimation of the multiplier values. Section 7 discusses how our analysis fits into the 103
existing body of knowledge. Finally, Section 8 makes some concluding remarks. 104
2 Contribution of Nominal Interest Expense on Total 105
Output 106
Before we proceed a few preliminary definitions are on the way. 107
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• Average propensity to consume: Average propensity to consume of an entity is 108
defined as the fraction of its total income spent in consumption. For a country as 109
a whole, it can be calculated by dividing its total annual consumption expenditure 110
(including both government and private consumption) by any of the measures 111
of its national income and here we prefer GDP as a proxy to national income. 112
Average propensity to consume is supposed to have a positive relationship with 113
the impact of interest income on the total output. When average propensity to 114
consume is found to be higher then the impact of nominal interest income on the 115
macroeconomy is supposed to be much more pronounced as the entities receiving 116
interest income tend to spend a significant portion of it in consumption which 117
induces further consumptions. 118
• Average tax rate: Average tax rate is defined as the fraction of total income of an 119
entity that is paid to the government as tax revenue. For an economy as a whole 120
it can be calculated by dividing the total tax revenue collected by the government 121
in a fiscal year by its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the same year. Higher 122
the average tax rate lower will be the consumers’ disposable income which implies 123
lower level of private consumption going on inside the economy. Tax rate offers 124
substantial friction against the chain of successive consumptions that are initiated 125
by the initial interest income received by the depositors. When the average tax 126
rate is set to a lower value then the impact of interest income will be much more 127
pronounced as compared to the regime of higher average tax rate. 128
• Average propensity to import: Average propensity to import of an entity attempts 129
to measure its tendency to purchase imported goods and services and can be 130
estimated by dividing its total import by its total income in a given year. For a 131
country as a whole average propensity to import can be calculated by dividing 132
its total annual import by its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in a particular 133
year. If the depositors prefer foreign goods and services to local one then the 134
impact of interest income on total output may become negative (as only net 135
export contributes to output). A higher value of average of propensity to import 136
signifies that a significant portion of interest income will be spent on purchasing 137
imported goods and services which could alternatively be spent on purchasing 138
locally produced goods and services. 139
• Velocity of money: Number of times money changes hands in a given year is known 140
as the velocity of money. Other things remaining unchanged, when the velocity of 141
money increases the contribution of interest income on the macroeconomy will be 142
more felt. Every time money changes hands it indicates a financial transaction has 143
taken place which may (or may not) add to the GDP of the country. For example, 144
when money is used in purchasing locally produced consumer goods it adds to the 145
country’s GDP. However, when it is used to purchase a piece of land for example 146
it does not contribute to the GDP. 147
To begin our analysis, let us assume that L be the total amount of domestic credit 148
in an economy. Let us also assume that the whole credit portfolio be segmented into n 149
parts depending upon the interest rate and wi, 0 < wi ≤ 1, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the portion 150
of credit with lending rate li. Then the weighted average lending rate of the total credit 151






Then the nominal interest expense incurred by the borrowers is given by: 153
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l × L
Above interest expense will be distributed to the depositors and financial inter- 154
midiaries as interest income and to government as taxes. If the Average Tax Rate of the 155
economy as a whole is given by ATR then amount of disposable interest income of the 156
entities receiving the nominal interest on deposit will be given by: 157
(1−ATR)× l × L
A part of this disposable income will be spent in consumption while another part 158
will be saved. If the Average Propensity to Consume of the economy is given by APC 159
then the amount spent in consumption will be given by: 160
APC × (1−ATR)× l × L
A part of the above spending is made to purchase locally produced goods and services 161
while the rest will be spent to procure imported utilities. Thus, if the Average Propensity 162
to Import of the economy is given by API then the amount spent in locally produced 163
goods and services will be given by: 164
APC × (1−ATR)× l × L−API × l × L
= [APC × (1−ATR)−API]× l × L
Let, the quantity [APC × (1−ATR)−API] be given by c. Then the above quantity 165
turns out to be: 166
c× l × L
The aforementioned spending in locally produced goods and services will be received 167
by the local manufacturers and service providers who in turn spend a portion of it 168
and save the rest and the process continues. Thus the initial nominal interest expense 169
incurred by the borrower will trigger a series of subsequent consumptions in the economy. 170
If the velocity of money is given by v then we will have (v − 1) number of subsequent 171
consumptions in a given year. Here, we assume (v−1) number of subsequent consumptions 172
instead of v as money changes hand for the first time during the payment of nominal 173
interest expense by the borrowers. Thus the total contribution TC of the initial nominal 174
interest expense l × L in a particular year will be given by the following sereis: 175
TC = (l × L) + (c× l × L) + (c2 × l × L) + (c3 × l × L) + ........+ (cv−1 × l × L)




× l × L (1)
3 Microfoundation 176
Here we assume an endowment economy populated by some finitely-lived households who 177
live for n periods and continuously try to maximize their overall lifetime utility through 178
consumption. The problem can be easily extended to the version of infinitely-lived 179
households’ optimization problem by arbitrarily increasing the value of n. Households 180
receive periodic endowment of Yi at period i, ∀1≤i≤n. Depending upon the present 181
endowment, past savings and anticipated future interest rate households choose their 182
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present consumption level with a long term view to maximize their overall lifetime utility. 183
If the interest rate is anticipated to be high in the future then substitution effect may 184
come into play: Households may choose to curtail their current consumption with a 185
view to consume more in future. Let the market interest rate at period i be given by 186
ri, ∀1≤i≤n. We proceed with further analysis based upon the following assumptions: 187
• Periodic endowment Yi and interest rate ri are exogenously determined and are 188
functions of time. 189
• Households receive simple interest on their accumulated savings i.e., there is no 190
interest on interest. 191
• Savings made during period i is entitled to interest payment at the rate of ri+k at 192
period (i+ k), ∀k∈N∪{0}. 193
In the above circumstances here we try to investigate the responsiveness of total 194
output to changes in interest income. Our analysis is segregated into several sections. 195
In the first section we determine the optimal consumption sequence with respect to 196
households’ life time budget constraint. In the next two segments we calculate the 197
responsiveness of household consumption and savings with respect to changes in interest 198
income. Finally, we combine the responsiveness of households’ consumption and savings 199
to changes in interest income in order to arrive at the overall responsiveness of output 200
with respect to changes in interest income. 201
• Optimal Consumption Sequence: Here we assume that the households live for n 202
periods. So, at the end of their finite life time i.e., at period n households need to 203
consume all of its periodic endowment Yn received in period n, interest income In on 204
total savings up to period n and accumulated savings with interest there on Sn−1 up 205
to period (n− 1). Hence we have: 206
Cn = Yn + In + Sn−1







































where β is the discounting factor and σ is the coefficient of Constant Relative Risk 210























































Now we take the first partial derivative of the above Lagrangian with respect to Ci 213












Now we take the first partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to λ and set it 215
to zero as another first order condition. What we get here is essentially the households’ 216
life time budget constraint given by Equation: 2. Now substituting the value of Ci 217




























Substituting the value of λ from Equation: 4 into Equation: 3 we get a precise 219
representation of Ci in terms of the two endogenous of the system Yi, ri and the 220


















• Responsiveness of Household Consumption to Changes in Interest Income: 222
Once we have a precise algebraic representation for optimal consumption sequence 223
Ci we can now calculate the rate of change in optimal consumption with respect to 224









































Other things remaining unchanged (by other thing here we mean interest rate ri and 228
system parameter σ), the above expression represents the instantaneous rate of change 229
in consusmption in response to change in periodic endowment. 230
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Now, we are going to differentiate Cp with respect to interest rate rk at any arbitrary 231













where N and D represent the numerator and denominator of Cp given by Equation: 234












































with respect to rk. However, the terms of the series where 237
the index i > k do not have an rk term and hence their differentiation with respect to 238
rk is zero. Only the terms where the value of the index i ≤ k give non-zero results 239








































































































































does not contain an rk term and differentiating it 246
with respect to rk entails zero. The non-zero results are only obtained when p ≤ k. 247

































































and each term of the series is indexed by i. The terms 251
of the above series with index i > k do not contain any rk term and hence their 252
differentiation with respect to rk entails zero. So, the other terms where the index 253
i ≤ k contain an rk term and hence when differentiated with respect to rk yields 254


























In the derivation of the above expression we use the fact that the periodic endowment 256
Yi at any arbitrary period i does not tend to depend upon interest rate rk at any 257
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arbitrary period k. Rather both Yi and rk (∀1 ≤ i, k ≤ n) are exogenously determined 258













from Equation: 11 and 12 into Equation: 10 we 261
can get the value of ∂N
∂rk
. Once we get the value of ∂N
∂rk
we substitute it into Equation: 262
8. Moreover, the value of ∂D
∂rk
from Equation: 9 is substituted into Equation: 8 in 263




We now determine the partial derivative of interest income at period p with respect to 265
periodic endowment (Yk) and interest rate (rk) at any arbitrary period k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. 266
Let us now recall the definition of interest income Ip at period p: 267




(Yj − Cj) (13)















When we differentiate the above expression with respect to Yk we take rp as constant. 269
This is due to the fact that periodic endowment and interest rate are assumed to be 270
exogenously determined and are independent of each other. 271
Now, the first segment of the right hand side indicates the summation of differentiation 272
of the first p endowments with respect to endowment at time k. As the endowments in 273
different time periods are independent of one another differentiating one with respect 274
to other returns zero. Hence, if k > p then the differentiation with respect to Yk of all 275










Substituting the valuees of
∂Cj
∂Yk


















Substituting the valuees of
∂Cj
∂Yk




when k ≤ p. 281
In the next step we will calculate the partial derivative of interest income Ip at period 282
p with respect to interest rate rk at period k. Differentiating Equation: 13 with 283
respect to rk we get the following: 284














As Y and r are two independent variables derivative of Y with respect to r is zero 285
















[rp × Cj ]
When we differentiate the above expression with respect to rk we can take rp as 287
constant as long as p 6= k using the fact that the interest rates at different time periods 288
are exogenously determined and are independent of each other. In that case the above 289










Substituting the values of
∂Cj
∂rk















































Substituting the values of Cj and
∂Cj
∂rk
, ∀1≤j≤k from Equation: 5 and 8 respectively 295




In this step we will calculate the partial derivative of interest income at period p 297
with respect to consumption. Here, we again recall from Equation: 13 that interest 298
income is a function of endowment, interest rate and consumption. Now taking partial 299
derivative of Equation: 13 with respect to Cp yields: 300















In the derivation of the above expression we employ the fact that the periodic 301
endowment Yi at any arbitrary period i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is exogenously determined and 302
depends upon time only. Hence, differentiating periodic endowment with respect to 303
consumption yields zero irrespective of the value of the index i, i.e., it is true for all 304
i ∈ N, i ≤ n. Moreover, as consumption in the earlier period can not depend upon 305
consumption at some later time differentiating Ci, ∀1≤i≤(p−1) with respect to Cp yields 306
zero and differentiating Cp with respect to Cp itself entails one. Exploiting the above 307

















Here we note that periodic endowment Yi, ∀1≤i≤n is an independent variable and 310
is determined exogenously. Hence differentiating Yi, ∀1≤i≤n with respect to interest 311
income Ip entails zero. Moreover, interest income Ip received by the households during 312
period p can influence consumption Cp as it comes as an inflow for the households at 313
period p. As Ip influences Cp it also has an impact on households’ gross savings during 314
period p. As gross savings at period p are influenced by the interest income at period p 315
all consumptions subsequent to period p are also effected by interest income at period 316
p. This realization stems from the fact that the gross savings made at period p will be 317
available for consumptions for all subsequent periods. However, Ip does not have any 318
influence on consumption in periods earlier than p. This is due to the trivial fact that 319
interest income can only contribute to consumptions (and hence savings) only after it 320
is realized/earned. Before the interest income is earned/realized it can not influence 321
consumption (and savings as well). Employing the above facts and differentiating 322























7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 we are now in the position to estimate the instantaneous 325
rate of change in consumption with respect to interest income. Let us now recall 326
from Equation: 5 and 13 that consumption is a function of Y and r [i.e., C(Y, r)] 327
while interest income is a function of Y , r and C [i.e., I(Y, r, C)]. Moreover, we have 328
asssumed here that Y and r are two exogenous variables which depend upon time 329
(t). Hence taking the total derivative of consumption Cp and interest income Ip with 330
respect to time we get: 331




















































































































Equation: 22 shows the instantaneous rate of change of consumption at period p with 334















can be calculated by using Equations: 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. On the other 336
hand periodic endowment Yp and interest rate rp are exogenous variables and hence 337
their rate of change with respect to time are also exogenous to the system and are 338
given before hand. As all the values are known we can calculate the instantaneous 339
responsiveness of household consumption with respect to change in interest income 340
using Equation: 22. 341
• Responsiveness of Household Savings to Changes in Interest Income: 342
In the next step we will investigate how gross savings made by the households at 343
period p respond to changes in interest income at period p. We start our quest by 344
recalling the definition of total income (M) that are at disposal of the households at 345
period p: 346
M = Yp + Ip + Sp−1
The above expression shows that the total disposable income of the households at 347
period p is the summation of periodic endowmnent (Yp), interest income (Ip) and 348
accumulated savings with interest there on up to period (p − 1). A portion of the 349
above income will be spent on consumption and the another portion is saved. If the 350
consumption made during the period p is given by Cp then we have: 351
Cp + Sp = Yp + Ip + Sp−1
Sp represents households’ accumulated savings with interest there on up to period p. 352
Subtracting Sp−1 from Sp we get the gross savings made by the households during 353
period p alone. Hence rewriting the above expression yields: 354
GSp = Sp − Sp−1 = Yp + Ip − Cp (23)
Differentiating both sides of the above equation with respect to Ip we get: 355









As periodic endowment Yp at period p is exogenously determined its derivative with 356







Using Equation:19 we can effectively calculate the value of
∂Cp
∂Ip




analytically using Equation: 24. 359
















can be calculated using Equation: 14 and 15 and Equation:7 respec- 361




Now we will estimate the responsiveness of households’ gross savings to change in 363
consumption. To do so we differentiate both sides of Equation: 21 with respect to Cp. 364










As we have already mentioned in our previous discussion that the periodic endowment 366
Yp is exogenously determined and hance it does not tend to depend upon any other 367
variables under consideration. Hence, differentiating Yp with respect to Cp yields zero. 368







Thus we can calculate the value of
∂GSp
∂Cp
analytically using Equation: 26 after substi- 370
tuting the value of
∂Ip
∂Cp
from Equation: 18. 371
From Equation: 23 it is evident that gross savings made by the households is a function 372
of periodic endowment, interest income and consumption [i.e., GS(Y, I, C)]. Whereas 373
endowment and interest income represents inflows of fund consumption represents 374
fund outflow. As we have discussed previously periodic endowments received by the 375
households are exogenously determined and is a function of time. Moreover, from 376
Equation: 13 we can see that interest income is a function of consumption, endowment 377
and interest rate [i.e., I(C, Y, r)]. On the other hand from Equation: 5 we can see 378
that consumption is a function of periodic endowment and interest rate [i.e., C(Y, r)]. 379























































analytically we need the values of different partial derivatives including 382
























and these values are available from Equa- 383







which are determined exogenously and are given. 385
In the next step we divide the total derivative of households’ gross savings with respect 386
to time (Equation: 27) by the total derivative of interest income with respect to time 387











































































Rewriting the above equation we can get the total derivative of households’ gross 389










































































The above equation depicts the total derivative of households’ gross savings with respect 391
to interest income i.e., it shows how households’ gross savings respond instantaneously 392
to any change in interest income. 393
• Responsiveness of output to changes in interest income 394
In our representative economy output at a particular period is assumed to be the 395
summation of households’ consumption and gross savings. Gross savings are assumed 396
to be parts of the total output because the savings made by the households are 397
eventually invested by the firms. The behavior of the firms in this simiplistic economy 398
is not modelled because doing so would irrevocably break the nice analytical structure 399
of the problem and make us prone to extensive simulation to decipher any inter-relation 400
between interest income and output. So in our representative economy: 401
GDPp = Cp +GSp
where GDPp, Cp and GSp are the output, consumption and savings at period p in our 402
representative economy. Differentiating both sides of the above equation with respect 403
















can be obtained from Equation: 22 and 28 respectively. 405






into Equation: 29 then we will be able to 406
obtain the total derivative of output with respect to interest income: The quantity 407
thus calculated will show how output will respond instantaneously to any changes in 408
interest income or in other words this is indeed our desired interest income multiplier. 409
4 Different Kinds of Multipliers 410
From equation: 1, it is evident that if we change nominal interest expense by one unit it 411
will bring about a more than one unit change in output due to multiplier effect. The 412
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multiplier namely 1−c
v
1−c represents the change in nominal GDP brought about by an unit 413
change in nominal interest expense. From now on, we call it as the nominal interest 414
expense multiplier. Like the fiscal multipliers, we can define nominal interest expense 415
multiplier both as impact and cumulative multipliers depending upon the forcasting 416
horizon under consideration. For impact multiplier (IM), the forcasting horizon can be 417




where ∆GDP represents changes in GDP brought about by ∆IE change in interest 419
expense. However, the change in nominal interest expense can have a pronounced effect 420
on total output extending from the period the change is applied to several subsequent 421
time periods ahead. And that is why we feel it necessary to define a cumulative version 422








where n represents the forcasting horizon under consideration and d is the discounting 424
rate. Here d is used to appropriately discount the future responses. 425
5 Methodology 426
• We begin our analysis by testing for unit roots in the time series data of nominal 427
interest income and GDP using different types of panel unit root testing. Tests used 428
in our analysis include Levin-Lin-Chu test, Breitung t-statistic test, Im, Pesaran 429
and Shin W-statistic test, ADF-Fisher Chi-square test and PP-Fisher Chi-square 430
test. The longitudinal data are at first converted into their natural logarithmic 431
form before feeding into unit root tests in order to remove heteroskedasticity. 432
• We then build an unrestricted VAR model using each of the variables in level 433
and determine the lag length that minimizes the majority of information criteria 434
including LR, FPE, AIC, SC and HQ. The dynamic stability of the selected VAR 435
model are then tested by plotting all the inverse roots of the AR-characteristic 436
polynomial. If all the inverse roots lie within the unit circle then the selected 437
VAR model is said to be dynamically stable. If the VAR model is found unstable 438
then we increase the lag length by one and repeat the whole procedure of checking 439
dynamic stability. The process continues until and unless we find a VAR model 440
that is dynamically stable. 441
• Now we know the specific order of integration of our longitudinal data. As all 442
the longitudinal data series are integrated of order 01 (one) (we report it later in 443
the data section), we then check for cointegration amongst them using Pedroni 444
(Engle-Granger) test and Kao test for cointegration. Pedroni (Engle-Granger) 445
tests are carried out using three different parameter settings: individual intercept, 446
intercept and trend and finally no intercept and no trend version of the test. 447
For each of the three settings we report a total of 11 (eleven) different statistics’ 448
values which includes normal and weighted version of Panel v-Statistic, Panel rho- 449
Statistic, Panel PP-Statistic, Panel ADF-Statistic and three more statistics namely 450
Group rho-Statistic, Group PP-Statistic and Group ADF-Statistic. Alongside 451
the statistics’ values corresponding p-values are also reported. The conclusions 452
suggested by the majority of the 11 (eleven) different criteria are taken. In the next 453
step we carry out Kao test using individual intercept (as Kao test does not come 454
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up with the other two common variants namely individual intercept and individual 455
trend version and no intercept, no trend version) and report the corresponding 456
t-statistics along with the p-value. 457
• If the variables are found to be cointegrated then we proceed to build a Vector Error 458
Correction Model (VECM). VECM allows us to check for both short term and long 459
term causal relationships amongst the cointegrating variables. In the first place, 460
it provides us a cointegrating equation which embodies the long run relationship 461
amongst the variables. Moreover, it provides us with an Error Correction Model 462
(ECM) which allows to check for the short term causal relationships among the 463
variables. 464
• After the VECM is constructed we provide one standard deviation Choleski shock 465
in interest income and note down the responses of both GDP and interest income 466
itself over subsequent time periods. To model impetus in nominal interest Income, 467
we follow recursive formulation approach (Cholesky Decomposition) proposed by 468
Sims [28]. In this approach, ordering of the endogenous variables plays a crucial 469
role as variables appearing later will respond contemporaneously to any change in 470
the variables appearing earlier. As we are more likely to calculate the impact of 471
any change in nominal interest income to nominal GDP, we place nominal interest 472
income before nominal GDP in the representation of the endogenous variables. 473
• Once the impact and cumulative responses of GDP to shocks in interest income 474
and responses of interest income to its own shock are noted we are in the position 475
to calculate the nominal interest income multipliers defined in the previous sections. 476
We then divide the impact (cumulative) response of GDP to shocks in interest 477
income by the impact (cumulative) response of interest income to its own shock in 478
order to estimate the corresponding impact (cumulative) multipliers. 479
• As the panel data used in our analysis are in their natural logarithmic form the 480
multipliers calculated above also have the same unit. To convert the multipliers 481
back to their original form we need to divide them by the average value of the ratio 482
of interest income to GDP in the sampling interval used to generate the results. 483
• After we are done with the impulse response analysis we perform variance decom- 484
position of GDP with respect to interest income. Variance decomposition of GDP 485
under VECM framework allows us to quantify how much of the variance in GDP 486
can be attributed to interest income and how much of it is due to GDP itself. 487
• On the other hand, if the longitudinal data used in our analysis are not cointegrated 488
then we build an unrestricted VAR model (instead of a VECM) using the variables 489
in their logged first differenced form. Infact, VAR mehtodology has been predomi- 490
nantly used in the empirical estimation of different economic multipliers (see Fatas 491
and Mihov (2001) [10], Blanchard and Perotti (2002), [4], Gonzalez-Garcia et al 492
(2013) [13]for example). Using the footprint of the above literature, we also resort 493
to VAR analysis in order to calculate nominal interest income multiplier. Following 494






where Yt is the vector comprising interest income (expense) and GDP at time period 496
t, Yt−j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k are lagged terms of the vector of the endogenous variables at time 497
period t− j, Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k are the coefficients of the autoregressive terms of Yt−j , 498
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ut is the vector of orthogonal, identically distributed shocks in endogenous variables 499
and matrix B is a diagonal matrix. Finally, matrix A allows for the possibility of 500
simultaneous interactions amongst the endogenous variables in our VAR model. In 501
structural VAR analysis, various restrictions are usually imposed on matrix A and 502
more often than not, these restrictions are inspired from the relevant economic 503
theory. In this study, we follow the recursive formulation approach (otherwise 504
known as Cholesky decomposition) proposed by Sims (1992) [28]. In Sims’ method, 505
the matrix A is assumed to be a lower triangular matrix where the diagonal elements 506
are restrictively set to 1. Such restriction on matrix A ensures that the covariance 507
matrix of the error vector ut are diagonal. These uncorrelated/orthogonal error 508
terms are referred to as structural errors (see Zivot et al (2003) [34] for more details). 509
Under Sims’ approach where A is assumed to be a lower triangular matrix with 510
all ′1′ in the diagonal, any endogenous variable appearing beforehand any other 511
endogenous variable in VAR representation is supposed to have a contemporaneous 512
impact on the values of the variable appearing later in the representation and not 513
the vice versa. As we are more interested to capture the cumulative impact of 514
interest income (expense) on GDP in this study, we place interest income before 515
GDP in our VAR model. Such ordering of the endogenous variables implies that 516
interest income (expense) will have a contemporaneous effect on GDP and not the 517
other way around. 518
• After the VAR model is built, the impulse response analysis and variance decom- 519
position are done in the same way as we do it for VECM. 520
6 Data 521
We collect annual time series data of lending rate, domestic credit as percentage of GDP 522
and GDP in current USD from World Bank Open data (World Bank, 2020 [33]) during 523
the period 1967-2014 for 04 (four) OECD countries including Australia, Japan, UK and 524
USA. The date range and country choice are determined based upon the availability of 525
the required data series. The country-wise descriptive statistics of the compiled data are 526
furnished in Table: 1. 527
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for interest income (figures in USD Billion)
Country Australia Japan UK USA
Year 1969-2014 1969-2014 1969-2014 1969-2014
Mean 31.34 165.03 66.00 692.19
Median 20.36 138.13 28.13 587.84
Maximum 132.20 512.76 290.04 2404.36
Minimum 0.38 7.38 1.23 42.24
Std. Dev. 38.63 124.83 69.57 541.28
Skewness 1.51 1.15 1.33 1.07
Kurtosis 4.02 3.74 4.47 4.23
Jarque-Bera 20.19755 11.67336 18.45914 12.13867
Probability 0.000041 0.002919 0.000098 0.002313
Sum 1504.23 7921.38 3167.86 33225.09
Sum Sq. Dev. 70127.72 732320.80 227463.80 13770015.00
Observations 48 48 48 48
Correlation with GDP 0.98 0.52 0.60 0.80
From Table: 1 it is evident that the interest income is highly correlated to the GDP. 528
For Australia, Japan, UK and USA the correlation coefficients are found to be 0.98, 529
0.52, 0.60 and 0.80 respectively. 530
Moreover, we use median interest rate of government securities to appropriately 531
discount the future responses of GDP and interest income obtained from impulse response 532
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analysis under structural panel VAR framework and the interest rate data are collected 533
from IMF data warehouse (IMF (2020), [17]). 534
We begin our formal analysis by performing panel unit root testing of the compiled 535
data. The annual time series data of interest income and GDP of different countries 536
are stacked together to form a panel data of cross section 04 (four). Five different 537
panel unit root testings have been performed. Tests include Levin-Lin-Chu panel unit 538
root test, Breitung t-statistic test, Im, Pesaran and Shin W-statistic test, ADF-Fisher 539
Chi-square test and PP-Fisher Chi-square test. We use both intercept and trend in the 540
test settings as all of our four cross sectional data contains clearly visible trend and 541
intercept components. Before we perform panel unit root testing on our longitudinal 542
data we first convert them into their natural logarithmic form in order to remove 543
heteroskedasticity. The results of panel unit root testing are presented in Table: 2. From 544
Table: 2 it is evident that both interest income and GDP are integrated of order 01 545
(one) as anticipated. 546
As both the data series are integrated of order 01 (one) we can check whether there 547
exists any cointegrating relationship amongst the two series. Two different cointegration 548
tests are performed: Pedroni (Engle-Granger type) cointegration test and Kao test for 549
cointegration. Pedroni (Engle-Granger) test reports the presence/absence of cointegration 550
using 11 (eleven) different statistics. Each statistics either suggest or reject cointegration 551
amongst the series. Moreover, Pedroni test of cointegration comes up with three distinct 552
variants: Individual intercept, individual intercept and individual trend and finally no 553
intercept and no trend. All three variants are tested. Results of Pedroni (Engle-Granger 554
based) cointegration test with individual intercept only are presented in Table: 3. From 555
Table: 3 it is evident that all the 11 (eleven) test statistics reject the presence of 556
cointegration between interest income and GDP. In the next step we perform Pedroni 557
test of cointegration using individual intercept and individual trend and in this case 05 558
(five) out of 11 (eleven) test statistics suggest the presence of cointegration while the 559
rest 06 (six) reject it (see Table: 4 for reference). As we rely on the majority the null 560
hypothesis of no cointegration can not be rejected in this case also. Finally, Pedroni test 561
is performed using no intercept and no trend and the results are presented in Table: 5. 562
From Table: 5 it can be seen that all the test statistics soundly reject the presence of 563
cointegration between interest income and output. So, all the three variants of Pedroni 564
test reject the presence of cointegration amongst the variables. 565
In the next step we perform Kao test of cointegration on the longitudinal data of 566
interest income and output and results are presented in Table: 6. For the Kao test the 567
t-Statistic value is found to be −1.437878 and the corresponding probability value is 568
0.0752. So @5% level we can not reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration. So, the 569
results of both the Pedroni and Kao test of cointegration coincide and we reject the 570
presence of cointegration between interest income and output. 571
As the series are not cointegrated we discard the idea of performing impulse response 572
analysis on VECM framework. Rather we build an unrestricted VAR model with 573
the appropriate number lags for each of the endogenous variables in logarithmic first 574
differenced form and perform impulse response analysis on this. The variables are 575
converted into first differenced form as the VAR methodology requires the series under 576
consideration to be stationary and the log-transformation is performed to remove 577
heteroskedasticity from the data. The next step to construct an appropriate structural 578
panel VAR model is to determine the appropriate lag length for the endogenous variables. 579
Although not reported here all the information criteria suggest 02 (two) lags for each of 580
the endogenous variables. Moreover, the VAR model with 02 (two) lags is found to be 581
dynamically stable. 582
In our VAR representation interest income precedes GDP as we are more interested 583
to capture the impact of interest income on output. Once the VAR model is so specified 584
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we provide one standard deviation Cholesky shock in interest income and note down 585
both the impact and cumulative response of GDP as a result. Impact and cumulative 586
responses of GDP to shocks in interest income are presented in Figs: 1 and 2 respectively. 587
From Fig: 1 it is evident that GDP responds positively to any positive shock in interest 588
income although its response eventually diminishes to zero. The diminishing return 589
is mainly due to the fact that we use the variables in their stationary (logarithmic 590
first-differenced) form. So, any exogenous shock is absorbed after some initial jittering 591
and the system eventually returns to its original equilibrium level. One interesting fact 592
here is that the GDP responds positively to any change in interest income or equivalently 593
in total interest expense. The positive correlation between interest income (or total 594
interest expense) is further elaborated into the discussion section of this article. 595
Moreover, the impact and cumulative responses of interest income to its own shock 596
are also noted and they are graphically represented in Figs: 3 and 4 respectively. Once 597
the impact and cumulative responses of GDP and interest income to shocks in interest 598
income are noted we are now in the position to calculate the corresponding interest 599
income multiplier values. To estimate the impact (cumulative) multipliers we divide the 600
impact response of GDP to shocks in interest income by the impact response of interest 601
income to its own shock. As we use data in their natural logarithmic form what we 602
obtain here is simply the elasticity of output with respect to interest income. So, to get 603
the multiplier values we need to divide the values obtained thus far by the average value 604
of interest income to GDP ratio in the sample (See Gonzalez-Garcia et al. (2013) [13]for 605
example). 606
The impact and cumulative multipliers obtained in the above manner are reported 607
into column-11 and column-12 of Table: 7. From column-11 of Table: 7 it can be seen 608
that the impact multipliers vary rather unusually within the range of −11.53 to 3.03. 609
The large negative values of the impact multipliers are rather insignificant in its overall 610
impact as it corresponds to very little changes in output. However, this very little change 611
in output is paired with even smaller changes in interest income and hence comes the 612
surprisingly large but insignificant impact multiplier values. These negative values of 613
impact multipliers are insignificant as their impact on output are easily offsetted by 614
the earlier much larger positive co-movements. These facts are clearly captured by the 615
cumulative multipliers and as can be seen from column-12 of Table: 7. It is evident from 616
column-12 of Table: 7 that the cumulative multipliers do not vary a lot. Rather they 617
show consistently positive values varying within a relatively short interval of 2.55 to 618
3.17. 619
In the next step we analyze the variance decomposition of GDP with respect to 620
interest income and the results are depicted in Table: 8. From Table: 8 it is evident that 621
during period 01 (one) 37.58% of the variance in GDP is attributed to interest income. 622
The stake of interest income in the variance in GDP remains relatively stable over the 623
forecasting horizon and reaches the value of 38.40% during period 10. 624
In this study, we have defined and calculated interest income multiplier which 625
embodies the change in national output in response to any shock in interest income. 626
To the best of our knowledge, no previous study relating to interest income/expense 627
and GDP has been conducted in this direction, i.e., the concept of interest income 628
multiplier was totally missing in the theoretical/empirical literature thus far and we 629
have brought this concept to light through this study. As anticipated from the analysis 630
presented in this text, the cumulative interest income multipliers are found to be positive 631
consistently throughout the periods under investigation varying in between 2.55 to 3.17. 632
Consistently positive estimate of the cumulative multipliers reinforces our theoretical 633
reasoning presented in this article. 634
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7 Discussion 635
Interest rate is said to have manifold impact on output. To name a few: 636
• Substitution Effect: Higher interest rate is said to reduce public consumption 637
through substitution effect. When interest rate rises households tend to prefer 638
future consumption to the present one. It is because present consumption seems to 639
be costlier than its future counter part and people prefer savings over consumption. 640
• Income Effect: Higher interest rate also means households get more return on their 641
savings. As the interest income increases, so does the total disposable income of 642
the households. So, households tend to spend more on consumption. Thus income 643
effect partly compensates for the negative impact of substitution effect of higher 644
interest rate on public consumption. 645
• Impact on investment: Level of investment in the economy is sensitive to changes 646
in interest rate. When interest rate reduces it attracts more investment as the 647
projected return of investment becomes more and more compatible with the interest 648
rate. As investment is part of the GDP, GDP also increases. On the contrary, 649
when interest rate increases investments are distracted away. 650
Although the role of interest rate on output has been thoroughly investigated in the 651
literature, role of interest expense on output has been left unattended and here we argue 652
that interest expense can be substantially different from interest rate alone. An increase 653
(decrease) in interest rate may or may not lead to an increase (decrease) in total interest 654
expense. To look more closely into the matter, let us recall the definition of interest 655
expense. 656
IE = l × L
From the above equation we can see that if the total volume of credit remains 657
unchanged, an increase in interest rate may bring about a proportional increase in 658
interest expense. However, the total volume of credit is susceptible to interest rate and 659
responds contemporaneously to any change in it. So, when interest rate increases the 660
total volume of credit tends to decrease. Apparently, what happens to interest expense 661
(which is simply the product of interest rate and volume of credit) in response to an 662
increase in interest rate becomes unclear as one of its parameters namely, interest rate, 663
increases while the other one, namely, volume of credit, decreases. Infact, change in 664
interest expense in response to change in interest rate will depend upon the elasticity 665
of the credit portfolio with respect to lending rate. To begin a formal analysis, let us 666
assume that a p% point increase in interest rate will shrink the credit portfolio by q%. 667
If the initial interest expense is given by l × L then new interest expense will be given 668
by the following: 669
(1 + p)× l × (1− q)× L = (1 + p)× (1− q)× l × L
It is evident from the above equation that if (1 + p) × (1 − q) > 1 then interest 670





Hence, if we want interest expense to increase after p% point increase in lending rate 673
then the elasticity of credit portfolio with respect to interest rate must be given by the 674
following construct: 675







If we want interest expense to reduce after there is p% point increase in lending rate 676








Finally, If we want interest expense to remain unchanged after a p% point increase 679
in lending rate is introduced then elasticity of credit portfolio with respect to interest 680







Present literatures relating to interest rate and output are quite inconclusive while 682
some studies have identified significant negative inter-relation between interest rate and 683
output whereas others rejected it in favor of monetary neutrality. Here, we argue that 684
the impact of interest rate on output can be significantly different than that of interest 685
expense. When interest rate rises due to monetary contraction, interest expense at the 686
national level may rise or fall depending upon the responsiveness of the credit portfolio 687
to changes in interest rate. If the credit portfolio responds significantly to the rise in 688
interest rate and shrinks accordingly, then the total interest expense will decline resulting 689
into a dip in national output. However, on the contrary to the existing literature, if the 690
credit portfolio does not adjust to the rising interest rate, then the total interest expense 691
will rise as well resulting into further expansion in national output. The opposite holds 692
true as well for a monetary expansion followed by a lowered interest rate. Thus, in 693
this study, we have provided a new line of thinking which may provide explanation of 694
why monetary contraction may fail to brace a galloping GDP and also why monetary 695
expansion may not rejuvenate national output as anticipated by the existing monetary 696
theory. 697
8 Conclusion 698
Although, the existing literature has thoroughly investigated the relationship between 699
interest rate and GDP, the relationship between interest expense and GDP has been 700
left unattended so long. Interest expense has been thus far considered as a monetary 701
phenomenon affecting the general price level only with little to no real significance and 702
its relation to GDP through interest income channel has been mostly overlooked. Here, 703
we unveil the interest income channel which enables us to view the dynamics between 704
interest expense and GDP in greater detail which is substantially different from that of 705
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9 Tables
Table 2. Unit root testing
Series Year Test Test variant Lag length selection L/FD Statistic p-value Remark
Interest Income 1967-2014 Levin-Lin-Chu Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L -2.09827 0.0179 S
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -9.34553 0 S
Breitung t-stat Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 2.10203 0.9822 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -6.63793 0 S
Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 0.06375 0.5254 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -7.46001 0 S
ADF - Fisher Chi-square Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 6.68936 0.5705 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD 61.3502 0 S
PP - Fisher Chi-square Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 2.08196 0.9784 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD 69.5038 0 S
GDP 1967-2014 Levin-Lin-Chu Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L -0.52441 0.3 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -7.37944 0 S
Breitung t-stat Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 2.98034 0.9986 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -4.61655 0 S
Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 1.06369 0.8563 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD -5.64479 0 S
ADF - Fisher Chi-square Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 5.53663 0.699 NS
Schawrz Info Criterion FD 43.7258 0 S
PP - Fisher Chi-square Intercept and Trend Schawrz Info Criterion L 2.10525 0.9776 NS











Table 3. Pedroni(Engle-Granger) test for cointegration






Intercept Panel v-Statistic 0.547428 0.292 No Cointegration
Panel rho-Statistic 0.712696 0.762 No Cointegration
Panel PP-Statistic 1.167488 0.8785 No Cointegration
Panel ADF-Statistic 0.298289 0.6173 No Cointegration
Weighted panel v-Statistic 0.328231 0.3714 No Cointegration
Weighted panel rho-Statistic 0.517876 0.6977 No Cointegration
Weighted panel PP-Statistic 0.765403 0.778 No Cointegration
Weighted panel ADF-Statistic -0.305586 0.38 No Cointegration
Group rho-Statistic 1.209398 0.8867 No Cointegration
Group PP-Statistic 1.384344 0.9169 No Cointegration
Group ADF-Statistic -0.218204 0.4136 No Cointegration
Table 4. Pedroni(Engle-Granger) test for cointegration








Panel v-Statistic 2.959572 0.0015 Cointegration Exists
Panel rho-Statistic -0.400794 0.3443 No Cointegration
Panel PP-Statistic -0.620683 0.2674 No Cointegration
Panel ADF-Statistic -3.024107 0.0012 Cointegration Exists
Weighted panel v-Statistic 1.690333 0.0455 Cointegration Exists
Weighted panel rho-Statistic 0.681202 0.7521 No Cointegration
Weighted panel PP-Statistic 0.434659 0.6681 No Cointegration
Weighted panel ADF-Statistic -3.235316 0.0006 Cointegration Exists
Group rho-Statistic 1.107724 0.866 No Cointegration
Group PP-Statistic 0.598387 0.7252 No Cointegration











Table 5. Pedroni(Engle-Granger) test for cointegration








Panel v-Statistic 0.893892 0.1857 No Cointegration
Panel rho-Statistic -0.554702 0.2895 No Cointegration
Panel PP-Statistic -0.884501 0.1882 No Cointegration
Panel ADF-Statistic -1.429556 0.0764 No Cointegration
Weighted panel v-Statistic -0.028415 0.5113 No Cointegration
Weighted panel rho-Statistic -0.206887 0.418 No Cointegration
Weighted panel PP-Statistic -0.929692 0.1763 No Cointegration
Weighted panel ADF-Statistic -1.434719 0.0757 No Cointegration
Group rho-Statistic 0.981725 0.8369 No Cointegration
Group PP-Statistic -0.584774 0.2793 No Cointegration
Group ADF-Statistic -1.598602 0.055 No Cointegration
Table 6. Kao test for cointegration
Variables Year Test Name Test Type Statistic Type Statistic Value p-value Remarks (@5%)
Interest In-
come, GDP

















































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 0.053753 0.263159 0.20 0.053753 0.263159 0.053753 0.263159 0.20 2.55 2.55
2 0.023973 0.09889 0.24 0.077726 0.362049 0.076540 0.356522895 0.21 3.03 2.68
3 0.006975 -0.007626 -0.91 0.084701 0.354423 0.082135 0.343686158 0.24 -11.43 2.99
4 0.001107 -0.016144 -0.07 0.085808 0.338279 0.081938 0.323024345 0.25 -0.86 3.17
5 -0.000356 -0.001754 0.20 0.085452 0.336525 0.080353 0.316444551 0.25 0.08 2.54 3.17
6 -0.00035 0.002736 -0.13 0.085102 0.339261 0.078803 0.314148 0.25 -1.60 3.14
7 -0.0001 0.000943 -0.11 0.085002 0.340204 0.077509 0.310212897 0.25 -1.33 3.12
8 1.35E-05 -0.000368 -0.04 0.085016 0.339836 0.076338 0.305147551 0.25 -0.46 3.13
9 1.73E-05 -0.000302 -0.06 0.085033 0.339534 0.075188 0.300222922 0.25 -0.72 3.13
10 1.63E-06 -3.54E-06 -0.46 0.085034 0.339530 0.074042 0.295637412 0.25 -5.76 3.13
Table 8. Variance decomposition of GDP
Period S.E. Interest Income GDP
1 0.087686 37.58 62.42
2 0.095242 38.19 61.81
3 0.09565 38.39 61.61
4 0.095657 38.40 61.60
5 0.095658 38.40 61.60
6 0.095659 38.40 61.60
7 0.095659 38.40 61.60
8 0.095659 38.40 61.60
9 0.095659 38.40 61.60












Fig 1. Impact response of GDP to
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Response of D(LN_GDP) to D(LN_II)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations – 2 S.E.
Fig 2. Cumulative response of GDP
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Accum ulated Response of D(LN_GDP) to D(LN_II)
Accum ulated Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations – 2 S.E.
Fig 3. Impact response of interest
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Response of D(LN_II) to D(LN_II)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations – 2 S.E.
Fig 4. Cumulative response of
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Accum ulated Response of D(LN_II) to D(LN_II)
Accum ulated Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations – 2 S.E.
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